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Analysis of 2017 results for banks with total assets > $50B
Between February and April of 2017, DiCom Software performed an industry survey which addressed
practices of Loan Review departments across 129 different institutions in the United States. This survey
consisted of 44 questions on various aspects of staffing, management, productivity and the
philosophical approach of each institution to the review function. Questions were posed in single or
multiple select formats, as appropriate, with the input of individual comments as an additional option
for participants.
The results of the survey have been compiled and grouped by bank asset size, with breakdowns into six
separate ranges. This paper is an analysis of the responses for banks who reported total assets greater
than $50B. Responses were maintained anonymously, with asset size being the only required answer
from a participant.
This survey has been conducted annually since 2012, and when possible comparisons with answers
provided by banks in prior years are included in the graphical presentation. Some questions were
modified each year of the survey based on the comments provided by participants, so year-to-year
comparisons were not possible in all cases.

Who are we comparing to?
The >$50B segment of the banking industry in 2017 is comprised of 41 institutions, based on FDIC data
as of June 2017. With 13 responses, our survey results represent a sample of 31% of the possible
institutions and 10% of the 129 banks who participated in the survey in 2017.

Asset Size of Participants
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Participation Percentages (Across the Entire Industry)

Survey Coverage by Asset Size
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Loan Portfolios
To understand the >$50B asset size sample more specifically and how your bank compares within this
peer group, the chart below reflects the exposure dollars in each of the primary loan portfolios of this
segment of participant banks.

CRE Portfolio Size

Findings – CRE Portfolio Size:
• In the >$50B segment CRE Portfolio Size ranged from $5B >$25B
•

CRE loans > $25B represent the largest portfolio segment
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C&I Portfolio Size

Findings – C&I Portfolio Size:
•

In the >$50B segment C&I Portfolio Size ranged from $15B to > $25B

•

C&I Portfolio size appears to be heavily focused on the > $25B segment

Consumer/Retail Portfolio Size

Findings – Consumer/Retail Portfolio Size:
•

In the >$50B segment Consumer/Retail Portfolio Size ranged from $1B - >25B

•

Consumer/Retail Portfolio size appears to be heavily focused on the > $25B segment
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Calculated Portfolio Size

Findings – Calculated Portfolio Size:
•

C&I makes up the largest percentage of the total loan portfolio, while smaller banks focus
more towards CRE loans

Loan Review Department Staffing
A set of questions in the survey dealt with staffing of the Loan Review function. One of the challenges
many managers in Loan Review face is determining appropriate staffing levels. Obviously, many factors
play a role in that decision: experience level, geography, portfolio size, and management decisions
regarding required coverage of the portfolio. Our survey first gathered data on the number of staff,
their experience levels, and the corresponding salary budget for the staff.
We defined four different types of staff. There are two levels of management staff – one whose sole
responsibility is a management function, and one whose job includes doing hands-on review work
(HOW) in addition to management responsibilities.
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Management Personnel - Headcount

Findings – Management Personnel Headcount:
•

Banks in the >$50B range have three managers dedicated to the oversight of the
department and two managers that are both providing oversight and performing hands on
work

Junior and Senior Staffing Levels

Findings – Junior and Senior Staff Levels:
•

Banks in the >$50B range have about 11 staff members
o

Most of the staff is made up of senior members (70%)
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Junior Staffing Levels 2017 vs 2016

Findings – Junior Staff Levels:
•

Banks in the >$50B range junior staff decreased by almost one person from 2016
o

Staffing level growth or decline was inconsistent across other bank sizes

Senior Staffing Levels Increased in 2017
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Findings – Senior Staff Levels:
•

Banks in the >$50B range reported net growth in senior staff members of 11% from 2016
o

Staffing level growth was consistent at other bank sizes as well

Net Staff Change Over Prior Year

Findings – Net Staff Change:
•

Banks in the >$50B range reported net Staff decrease of 1% from 2016 to 2017
o

This is the only segment that shows no growth on staff for 2017
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Experience Level
The next aspect of staffing we addressed were the experience levels of the various staff positions. We
have asked this type of question each year, and the results have been relatively consistent.
Management staffs at any size institution are largely bankers with at least 18 years of experience.
Senior staff also is most frequently someone with over 14 years of experience. The experience level is
clearly lower for the junior staff positions. A deeper analysis of the survey data indicates 64% of
respondents from all asset sizes reporting less than 10 years of experience and 38% reported less than 5
years of experience.
In this next chart we show the experience level results for all asset size groups.

Average Years of Experience by Staff Level

We find that banks in the >$50B asset size typically:

•

Have Junior Staff members with 7.5 years of experience
o

•

Have Senior Staff members with 20 years of experience

Employ Management Staff with a little more than 22 years of experience

Salary Levels
We also asked about the average salary budget for all positions. The indicated ranges of salary moved
higher as the level of responsibility increased, which one would expect.
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2017 Salary Levels

Findings – Salary Levels:

•

Salaries incrementally increase as bank asset size increases

Salary per Year of Experience

Findings – Salary per Year of Experience:

•

Salaries for each year of experience in all job types for banks in the >$50B size are closely
aligned with banks in the $20B- 50B range
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Bonus Eligibility for Loan Review Staff (All Asset Sizes)

Across all respondents to the survey 56% indicated participation in a bank-wide pool in 2017 (53% in
2016). An additional 13% received a bonus based on “individual objective” attainment. The level of
banks with no bonus eligibility has dropped to 17% from 20% in 2016.

Loan Review Staff – Bonus Eligibility >$50B Asset Range

For banks in the >$50B size, the use of a bank-wide pool was the most common approach. The 2017
percentage is an 11% increase over 2016.
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Consumer Reviews, Administrative Assistance & Portfolio Exposure
There were other factors related to the number of staff in a department that we asked about. We asked
if banks had reviewers who were dedicated to consumer reviews, and we asked if the Loan Review
department had administrative staff support available to them. Furthermore, we asked questions
related to portfolio exposure. Each of these topics could play a role in how a department is staffed.

Consumer Reviewers

Findings – C&I/CRE Exposure Trend:
•

Survey data suggests there has been no significant change from 2016 in the asset range of
>$50B

Banks in the >$50B size most commonly have Consumer Portfolios > $25B segment (see Consumer
Portfolio chart). Based on portfolio coverage averages, almost 3 full-time reviewer are needed at this
asset size.
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Loan Review Support Staff

Within the >$50B size range in the 2017 responses, 31% of the banks reported having at one
administrative staff person, a decrease of 11% in comparison to the 2016 survey. This could be due to
different banks responding year over year.
One of the more common benchmarks of staffing levels for a Loan Review function is “Portfolio Dollars
per Reviewer”. This is one type of productivity measurement that can be quantified for comparison
purposes, although there are acknowledged many factors that can skew the comparison across peer
groups. In this survey, we captured that base data, which is presented in the following chart for the last
three years.

Average C&I/CRE Exposure Per Staff Reviewer
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Findings – C&I/CRE Exposure by Bank Size:
•

Survey data suggests banks in the >$50B asset size have steadily increased year over year
since 2014

Average C&I/CRE Exposure Per Staff Reviewer

Findings – Consumer Reviewers:
•

Exposure per staff reviewer generally increases as bank size increases

Staff Training
Overall Loan Review staffs are reported to have many years of experience, however ongoing training is
still considered important for many bankers and institutions. 100% of the banks in this segment require
training in 2017, and has been a requirement for the last four years. It should be noted that experience
levels were higher as bank assets rose as well.
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Staff Training Likelihood Increases with Size of Bank

Required Staff Training YoY

Findings – Staff Training:
•

Likelihood to require training increases as asset size increases

•

There is a general trend towards required training over the last two years
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Annual Training Budget for Review Staff (All Responses)

Annual Training Budget for Review Staff (>$50B Asset Range)

Findings – Staff Training:
•

23% of banks in the >$50B asset range reported to not allocate any budget for training,
however 100% require training

•

62% of banks in the >$50B Asset Size budget $500 or more per employee
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The Loan Review Process
We find approximately 21% of all survey respondents indicate their bank outsources the loan review
function. The primary reasons for outsourcing the review function in 2017 are “Independence of Role”
and “Cost Savings”. Since 2013 we’ve seen a dramatic decrease in the significance of “Lack of skilled
staff in place”.

Decision to Outsource Loan Review
(Approx. 21% of Sample)

Primary Objective of Loan Review Department
In the survey, we asked banks to identify what the primary objectives of their Loan Review department
were, realizing that these should align with the goals and responsibilities set for the department at a
senior management level. The question was structured as a multiple select answer.

Primary Objective of Loan Review Department – All Asset Sizes

In the above chart, the choices are ordered by the 2017 hierarchy of results. In 2017 there were two
unanimous responses and overall this asset group is relatively consistent from year to year, with a few
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exceptions. Of note this year is the shift of “Policy Compliance” to the 5 th position of importance, and
the shift of “Underwriting” to the 3rd position of importance.
When we filter the results to banks in the asset range of >$50B, we come up with the following
hierarchy and more compressed rating ranges:
1. Risk Rating Accuracy – 8.42 Average
2. Underwriting – 7.83 Average
3. Policy Compliance – 5.50 Average
4. Loan Administration – 6.42 Average
5. Regulatory Compliance –4.331 Average

Location Loan Review is Performed
It was not specified in the survey question, however, based on comments from respondents, there are
several factors that could contribute to the number of banks working part time on-site. Recently
acquired banks may be operating with legacy systems and their files may not be available via image,
even when the primary portfolios of the acquiring bank are imaged. Some banks also reported going on
site for either the initial meeting at the start of a review, or the closing meeting to present and discuss
the results.
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Approach Used to Set Loan Review Schedule (Multiple Selections Allowed)

Findings – Approaches to Set Review Schedule:
•

Risk-based and Targeted Portfolio Segments are the most common approaches

•

Banks in the >$50B asset range were closely aligned with the $5-10B segment

Review Level
When reviews are scoped, there are number of different aspects to credit selection, but there is also the
ability to select a group of credits based on a relationship within those credits, and we find that different
banks have different approaches to how they want to complete a credit review when it comes to the
actual review work. This year we asked the participants to specify at what level their review work is
done, with a multiple selection answer option.
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Interestingly, we find smaller banks indicated an increased likelihood of performing reviews at the
“relationship” level. Once a bank breaks the $10B threshold, the likelihood of performing borrowerlevel reviews becomes the most common. Furthermore, larger banks were less likely than their smaller
counterparts to perform reviews at the “note” level.

Types of Loans in Review
In addition, each year survey respondents have indicated the types of loans they have in review. Year
after year, these loan types shift slightly but this year we do not have any significant changes from the
2016 survey.

Findings – Types of Loans in Review:
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•

We find a consistent “top-three” loan types: Commercial, Commercial RE, Construction

Sample Selection
The next step in the process of reviewing a loan portfolio is to identify the specific loans to be reviewed,
or the “sample” from the total portfolio which is expected to be representative of the larger group.
How Loan Review managers select their sample is a critical part of the overall Loan Review process, and
there are numerous criteria used to narrow that group to an appropriate and manageable size.
The graph below illustrates the top sample selection criteria used by loan review in 2017 and compares
this data against historical survey findings. We find the most significant criteria have remained
consistent but have generally increased in importance.

Sample Selection Criteria – All Bank Sizes

The emphasis for the >$50B asset range is “Large Borrowers” and “Risk Based”; where 100% of the
respondents in this asset size use these criteria in 2017. Furthermore, both “Problem/Watch List Loans”
and “New Loans” were reported by 92% of the respondents in this segment.

Risk Assessment
In deciding what loans in the portfolio to review, or what segments of the portfolio need more
attention, Loan Review managers need to determine what the risk elements are that need to be
incorporated into those decisions. The chart below shows the criteria in order of selection by the banks
in all asset groups in 2017. The top two criteria for this group remain unchanged, however there was
movement with several other criteria rankings.
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Risk Assessment Criteria Used by Loan Review

Credit Quality, Concentrations and Prior Year Loan Review Results were the top three criteria overall in
2017, and in the prior three years when looking across all asset sizes.

Risk Assessment Criteria Evaluated by Loan Review – All Bank Size Trend
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Portfolio Coverage
Another factor that has a direct impact on necessary staffing is the goal set by management for
coverage of the portfolio on an annual basis. In this survey, we asked what coverage level was achieved
by Loan Review in the most recent year, for the C&I, CRE and Consumer portfolios. We present the
data for the C&I and CRE portfolios in one chart, as the coverages there are somewhat similar. Coverage
levels of Consumer portfolios tend to be drastically different and those are presented separately.

C&I Portfolio Coverage

Key Findings:
•

The >$50B asset range banks were the only banks to no have a >50% target coverage

C&I Portfolio Coverage Trend

Key Findings:
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•

Overall decrease in coverage may be a result of an increase sampling criteria other than “Large
Borrower”
o

See “Sample Selection” section

CRE Portfolio Coverage

CRE Portfolio Coverage Trend

•

Overall decrease in coverage may be a result of an increase sampling criteria other than “Large
Borrower”
o

See “Sample Selection” section
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Consumer Portfolio Coverage
In 2015 we asked about Consumer Portfolio coverage for the first time and we expanded the answer
range as a result of the responses including an “under 20%” level in 2016 and finally an “under 10% this
year in 2017. The most common responses in this category for all asset sizes is less than 10%.

Total Portfolio Coverage

Factors that Impact Targeted Coverage Percentage
The survey also asked about factors influencing coverage levels targeted by the Review team, and there
were a number of factors possible here. Other than a few anomalies, the top three factors year-overyear are:
1. Risk Rating
2. Industry
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3. Product

The >$50B asset size banks indicated that the top three factors in the decision to vary targeted
coverages were the same as reported above: Risk Rating, Industry and Product. Across all asset sizes,
Risk Rating was the most frequently utilized factor.
Portfolio coverage levels are likely to change over time just as the economy changes. In a strong
economy where borrower performance is more consistent, coverage may be reduced without significant
issue, while in a declining economy a closer watch on a larger segment of the portfolio may be
warranted. The pressure for expense reduction may also influence those decisions. Loan Review must
be diligent in identifying the risky segments of the portfolio so that even if portfolio coverage overall
decreases, the loans that are of most concern are monitored appropriately. This is the key to Loan
Review being effective in its role as a ‘second line of defense’.

Exception Tracking
During the review process, one of the tasks typically performed by Loan Review is the identification of
exceptions in those reviewed credits. While going through the approval process of the bank, recognized
exceptions are typically identified within the Loan Approval Document and mitigated so that the
approval is given with the understanding that these issues represent exceptions to the banks’
established lending policy, but are justified for this credit. There are also exceptions that occur
inadvertently, after the loan approval has been completed, often during the documentation and closing
phase, and these are frequently related to post approval documents that are not received or reviewed
as expected.
In some institutions, Loan Review is charged with tracking not only the unapproved exceptions, but also
identifying and tracking the approved exceptions. A third type of exception is tracked in some
institutions, which has to do specifically with documentation. These responsibilities vary widely based
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on the responses to the survey, but in 2017, 85% of banks in this asset range reported that Loan Review
is tracking Unapproved exceptions as the most frequent type of exception tracked. This is consistent
with the responses for 2015 and 2016, and with the responses overall from all asset groups in 2017. For
this group, 69% reported tracking documentation exceptions in 2017, up 36 percent from last year.

What Exceptions are Tracked by Loan Review
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Where are Exceptions Cited
To further our understanding of the exception process in banks, we asked a few additional questions on
that topic. The first had to do with where exceptions were being cited.

How do Exceptions Impact Review Rating?
The follow up question to citing of exceptions was what impact the exceptions have on the overall rating
of a review. This was a multiple selection question so the percentages exceed 100%. The selections
below are in order of prevalence for the 2017 responses for this asset range. For banks of this size,
rating of reviews was largely focused on material exceptions. The group as a whole was relatively
consistent with their choice of how to handle exceptions relative to a Rating, but appears to be in
agreement to cite all exceptions but rate only on material exceptions. These banks also indicated that
the age of exceptions, and whether or not the exception was identified were also factors considered.
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Loan Review Systems
Accomplishing the task of effectively managing a bank’s credit risk is becoming more recognized as an
area of opportunity for the use of technology. The possible efficiencies gained by eliminating as much
human error as possible in the maintenance of the data are a longstanding effort. Going beyond that
aspect, there are methods and technologies available that many banks have implemented, with some
success.
Towards that end, we asked about the use of automation in the Loan Review process itself. Overall the
respondents indicate that 55% are using fully manual approaches, largely Microsoft Word® and
Microsoft Excel® based, to complete their reviews. For banks in the asset ranges between >50B in size,
46% of the respondents are using a custom built approach.

Types of Risk Ratings
One of the other trends in monitoring and documenting risk that has become more prevalent over the
last several years is the use of multi-dimensional risk ratings. These include primarily two dimensional
ratings, where in many banks the borrower is rated based on probability of default (PD), while the note
or obligation is rated on loss given default (LGD), although there are other types of ratings used in two
dimensional systems as well. There is also some use of three dimensional ratings where the borrower is
evaluated for PD, the facility is evaluated for LGD, and the expected loss (EL) is a third rating and is a
product of the first two. There are internal challenges to adopting a multi-dimensional system which
include not only the ability of the bank’s core loan accounting system to accommodate this approach for
existing and new loans, but also the retraining of staff in the new risk rating methodology. The process
of converting to a new rating system typically involves running both systems in tandem so that the new
ratings can be compared and monitored. A bank would obviously want to avoid a sudden impact to
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required reserve levels dictated by a shift in the assessed quality of the portfolio, solely due to a poorly
aligned rating matrix.

2D versus 1D Risk Rating

The implementation of multi-dimensional risk rating systems has occurred in a portion of the banks in
this asset group in 2017, with 16% reporting a 2D system in place. This is slightly lower than the reports
from the last two years (21% in 2016 and 23% in 2015). The prevalence of a 2D approach is much higher
in the banks with assets of $20B or higher, especially for those over $50B, where 73% have 2D risk
ratings in place in 2017.

Number of Loan Grades Available
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For banks that use a 2-dimensional rating system the number of possible grades is obviously increased.
As a follow-up to the question on the use of two dimensions, we also asked how many grades were
currently being used.

ALLL
Another area of credit risk responsibility reported regularly for individuals in the Loan Review
Department has to do with review of the ALLL allocations made by the bank. Given the level of
involvement in evaluation of the loan portfolio, many banks involve Loan Review in the ALLL process,
often for some verification of work done primarily by others.

Type of Review of ALLL Done by Loan Review Staff

For banks in this asset group the responses changed only slightly in 2017. The level of banks for this
group that have no ALLL involvement remained high at 50%, which is identical to the percentage in
2016.

Frequency of Review of ALLL by Loan Review

Findings:
•

64% of the banks in the >$50B asset range are involved their Loan Review staff in the ALLL
process.
o

When involved they are most likely to meet Quarterly
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Other Responsibilities of Loan Review

Loan Grade Decisions
A new question this year had to do with the actual grade decision. There are various grading processes
in place at each bank, but the final decision on a grade as a result of a credit review can rest in several
places. We asked who had the final say on a grade at each bank for the first time in 2016, as the result
of comments in prior surveys that indicated there were some differences of approach here.
Although it was far from unanimous, Loan Review Managers or Directors had a significant role at all size
banks in the final grade decision. Overall these managers were given the final say more than 50% of the
time, and that seemed to increase as bank size grew, with CCO staff having more input in smaller banks.
In comments it was indicated that in some cases there is a committee, possibly audit, that would be
involved if a decision could not be reached mutually.
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Who Has the Final Say in Loan Grading? (All Asset Sizes)

For the >$50B size banks, the Loan Review Manager or Loan Review Officer had the most significant
impact on grading decisions with 63% for this group which is the same as the overall percentage.

Imaging of Files
There are other factors that impact the staffing required for a Loan Review manager to accomplish their
goals with respect to portfolio coverage and risk management. Efficiencies of systems play a role in
determining the capacity of the staff. One area that has been a factor over the last decade which
contributes to staff capacity is the imaging of credit and collateral files. Imaged files enable a Loan
Reviewer to complete much, if not all their work without any time being lost to travel to an off-site
location.

Imaging of Credit Files
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Key Findings in the >$50B Asset Size:
•

Considerable linear increase since 2013
o

Just over the survey average of 92% this year

Imaging of Collateral Files

Key Findings in the >$50B Asset Size:
•

Down from prior years, could be attributed to variances in the banks responding year over year

Apart from what appears to be an anomaly in the over $50B asset range indicating a decrease in imaging
of collateral files, the level of imaging overall has generally increased in all asset sizes since 2013.

Risk Rating Accuracy
We saw in the “Primary Objectives of Loan Review”, Risk Rating Accuracy continues to be the most
consistent primary objective of Loan Review. As an appropriate follow-up to the objectives question
above, we asked how Risk Rating Accuracy was evaluated. We presented this as a multiple select
question. We find that both across the entire survey sample as well as the >$50B asset range, there are
two primary approaches:
1. # of Grade Variances as a Percentage of Loans Reviewed
2. # of Loans with Grade Variances between Loan Review and Business Unit
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Factors Used to Evaluate Risk Rating Accuracy – All Asset Sizes (2016 vs 2017)

Factors Used to Evaluate Risk Rating Accuracy – >$50B Asset Range
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Acceptable Level of Variance in Risk Rating
Along those same lines, we asked if the banks had an acceptable level of variance for risk ratings
assigned by the lending side versus the risk rating determined by the Loan Review staff. For banks who
did establish criteria, there were two methodologies to consider: a percentage of the total dollar
outstandings reviewed, or a percentage of the number of credits reviewed.

Acceptable Level of Variance as Percentage of Total Outstandings (>$50B Asset Range)

Findings:
•

67% of banks in this segment had no criteria established

•

17% of respondents indicated an acceptable range of 3-5%

Acceptable Level of Variance as Percentage of Credits Reviewed (>$50B Asset Range)
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Findings:
•

60% of banks in this segment had criteria established

•

40% of respondents indicated an acceptable range of 3-5%

Management Reporting
While reporting lines were slightly inconsistent, we find Loan Review most commonly reports through
the CRO and/or the Board of Directors Audit Committee according to the 2017 survey results.

Reporting Lines: CRO & Board of Directors – Audit Committee (All Asset Sizes)

Reporting Lines - Board of Directors Audit Committee (>$50B Asset Size)
Depicted in the graph below we find that the most common reporting line for Loan Review in this asset
size is through the Board of Directors – Audit Committee. One-half of the respondents in the >$50B
asset range indicated they either had a direct or indirect reporting relationship.
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Evaluation of Loan Review
Certainly, one of the other responsibilities for management of credit risk is to evaluate the performance
of the Loan Review function itself. We asked banks in this survey how they address the need for an
independent assessment of their Loan Review process. The question was posed as a multiple select
question since often banks might use multiple sources for assessment and evaluation of their
performance and effectiveness.
In 2017 the most relied upon method to assess Loan Review efforts was through regulatory assessment,
which replaces the most common response in 2016, internal audit. Internal audit was again a strong
source with 54% of banks depending on feedback from this group. The third source mentioned was
Outside Third Party feedback.

Independent Assessment of Loan Review in the Past 2 Years (All Bank Sizes)

For the >$50B asset group, we find that the top three responses are the same. Those banks using selfassessments or that do not plan to perform any independent review in this segment are relatively
insignificant.
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Independent Assessment of Loan Review in the Past 2 Years (>50B Asset Range)

Impact on Bank Policy and Decision Making
Increasingly, Regulators are looking for a heightened level of involvement by Loan Review in the
management of credit risk within banks. One of the ways banks can implement a more active role is by
engaging Loan Review management in the decision-making bodies within the organization. In order to
quantify how involved Loan Review currently is, we included in our survey some of the primary
committees operating in most banks, and asked how much participation Loan Review was currently
having in these committees.
The involvement was broken down into four levels, with ‘attending and voting’ as the highest level of
engagement possible. Second to that would be a Loan Review manager being expected to attend the
meeting, but not having a vote. In this scenario, the manager might participate in the discussion and
potentially have some influence over the decisions made in that committee. The least active role a Loan
Review manager could have on a committee would be attending, but to do so silently, in effect, only
benefitting the manager to the degree that he gains some insight into the focus and direction of the
committee decisions. The bank does not benefit from any insight or advice the Loan Review team might
offer to that committees’ efforts. The final option is for no involvement at all, where Loan Review is not
requested or expected to attend the meeting. In 2016 we added the option for participants to indicate
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whether or not each type of committee existed at their bank, as in some instances that response was
provided in comments during prior years.
The results for each type of committee are presented in the following charts.
Reporting to Board of Directors

Reporting to Auditing Committee of Board
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Reporting to Risk Oversight Committee of Board

Interaction with Bank Management
As the regulators continue to push banks to take a more active role in credit risk management at the
Board and senior management levels, it should also follow that these groups will want more detail on
the activities of their Loan Review staffs. This may manifest itself in a number of ways, either by more
direct engagement in the committee processes as we mentioned above, or by more frequent review of
the Loan Review staff findings regarding the existing portfolio and their subsequent recommendations,
at the Board level or at other levels of senior management.
One of the areas we surveyed had to do with the level of reporting being done by Loan Review to
various levels of bank management. We considered four basic options for how reporting was being
done, incorporating frequency and level of detail. The highest level of ‘engagement’ by any
management group would be to have detail level reports on a monthly basis, while the ‘lowest’ level of
engagement would be summary level reports on a quarterly basis. We also gave respondents the option
to provide comments if there was a material variant to these options that a bank was willing to share.
As you can see in the chart to follow, the full Board and its subsidiary committees are primarily receiving
the lowest level of data on Loan Review activities, which is summary quarterly reports. What is most
striking about this is that the members of subsidiary committees who are expected to be more engaged
in the committee focus areas are really no more informed than the rest of the board on those issues
where Loan Review could add value, in the vast majority of banks of this size. The situation is no better
in banks both smaller and larger than this group in this regard.
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Reporting to Executive Management

Reporting to Line of Business Management

The level of detail and frequency is higher when the reporting is being done to internal staff, as
Executive Management and Line of Business Managers are receiving more informative reports more
often for the banks of this size. Executive and the Line Management are the most likely to receive
detailed information. Banks also reported that often Line of Business is receiving reports at the
completion of a review, rather than waiting for a periodic reporting time frame. Again, we see similar
trends with other size banks, with internal staff generally being more engaged in detail level information
and with higher average frequency.

Use of Commitment Letters & Guidelines and Structure
Another part of the overall credit risk management process that has shifted in recent years is the routine
issuance of commitment letters for loan originations. While historically this was a standard procedure,
there has been a change in many banks that suggests term sheets are an alternative, or that loans made
using automated documentation move directly to documents to avoid conflicts with terminology arising
from other forms.
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When does your Bank Issue Commitment Letters for Commercial Loans over a Certain
Dollar Amount or with Certain Attributes?

When does your Bank Issue Commitment Letters for Commercial Loans?

When does your Bank Issue Commitment Letters for Real Estate Loans?
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When does your Bank Issue Commitment Letters for Real Estate Loans?

When does your Bank Issue Commitment Letters for Real Estate Loans Over a Certain
Dollar Amount or with Certain Attributes?

When does your Bank Issue Commitment Letters for Real Estate Loans Over a Certain
Dollar Amount or with Certain Attributes?
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When does your Bank Issue Commitment Letters or Loans to Individuals Over a Certain
Dollar Amount or with Certain Attributes?

When does your Bank Issue Commitment Letters for Loans to Individuals Over a Certain
Dollar Amount or with Certain Attributes?

We raised this issue in 2014 for the first time and broke it down by loans for C&I and loans for CRE. We
also segmented within each portfolio loans with certain attributes or at certain dollar levels, as we
recognize that there may be different standards for those scenarios. In general, we have not seen
significant movement here year-over-year, although there are differences between asset groups as to
how this process is handled. There also continue to be differences based on the type of loan, as we
expected.
This asset size group reports using commitment letters. The banks in the asset ranges over $10B and
higher were much more likely to use commitment letters, with large percentages reporting commitment
letters were ‘always’ issued, as has been the case for each of the past three years.
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Annual Review Process
Another topic that relates to the management of credit risk at the bank level is the performance of
annual reviews of credits. While this responsibility does not fall to the Loan Review staff, the existence
of a well-developed annual review process can directly impact the quality of loan information and files
that are then available for review on a consistent basis. There are a variety of criteria that prescribe the
necessity for an annual review to be performed, and they vary widely from bank to bank and from asset
size to asset size. For a review to be required, there are often a series of criteria evaluated related to
loan type, commitment or outstanding amount of the loan or relationship, and risk rating of the existing
credit.
As demonstrated in the results above, the primary factor for annual reviews at banks with between
>$50B in assets continues to be the commitment dollar level, with repeated emphasis on this in each of
the past three years. When dollar amounts were a factor in the need for an annual review, for banks of
this asset size the dollar amounts mentioned were $750,000 at the borrower level, and in some cases
banks indicated that all lines of credit were reviewed annually, or that all credits were expected to be
reviewed annually.
As a follow-up question, we considered who was responsible for performing annual reviews at these
banks, and the responses here vary somewhat over the three years of results. In 2016 the responsibility
for performing reviews for this size bank is primarily assigned to Lenders, with 50% of banks indicating
this in their responses. There was a definite shift between 2015 and 2016 with the other two options,
where Credit Administration was reported much more and Portfolio Managers were reported much less.
Obviously, this was a multi-select question, and it is likely that each group would take responsibility for
certain types of reviews, but Lenders for banks of this size are seeing continued reduction in their
involvement in this area as compared to 2014 and 2015. The work overall in 2016 seems much more
evenly spread amongst the three groups. In fact for banks smaller than the subject group, Credit
Administration is reported more regularly than Lenders but not dramatically, and more than Portfolio
Managers. Once banks are over $20B in assets the Portfolio Managers become heavily involved here.
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When are Annual Reviews Required?

Who Performs Annual Reviews

Portfolio Risk Thresholds
From a portfolio perspective, banks often will establish thresholds for their portfolio performance with
respect to risk levels that are acceptable. This has become an increasing focus in the past few years,
with Enterprise Risk Management taking the lead on these types of issues in many banks. The
establishment of a Risk Appetite for various segments of lending, and the risk levels accepted in those
segments are also a point of discussion with regulators frequently.
Along those lines, we asked banks to identify what criteria they have established, if any, for the overall
health of their portfolio, focusing on the risk classifications of criticized and classified. What we
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determined is that increasingly banks are establishing these criteria, although overall between 15% and
20% of banks still report not having criteria established and these banks without criteria exist in all asset
groups. In this chart we show results for those banks with criteria established.

Acceptable Portfolio Ratios

Summary of Findings
•
•
•

•
•
•

Banks of all sizes are more likely to employ more senior-level staff than junior-level staff
Average exposure per reviewer has increased steadily over the past 4 years
Smaller banks report a much greater focus on relationship level reviews than large banks
Portfolio Coverage (C&I and CRE) seems to be declining
o Market feedback indicates a “sharper” risk-based focus is leading to this decline
Likelihood of 2D risk ratings increases as size of bank increases
Loan Review most commonly reports to the Chief Risk Officer

Disclaimer
All the information contained herein is obtained from sources believed to be accurate and reliable. All
representations contained herein are believed by DiCom Software to be as accurate as the data and
methodologies will allow. Due to the possibility of human and mechanical error, as well as unforeseen
factors beyond our control, the information herein is provided “as is” without warranty of any kind.
DiCom Software makes no representations or warranties, express or implied, to participants in the survey
or any other person or entity as to the accuracy, timeliness, completeness, merchantability, or fitness for
any particular purpose of any of the information contained herein. Furthermore, DiCom Software
disclaims any responsibility to continue to update the information. Information is provided without
warranty on the understanding that any person or entity that acts upon it or otherwise changes position
in reliance thereon does so entirely at such person’s or entity’s own risk.
The report is provided for internal analytical and planning purposes only. As such, a recipient may
disclose the information to consultants and agents that are engaged to assist that institution in analysis
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and planning; however, such consultant or agent is prohibited to use the information for any purpose
other than such analysis and planning for that institution.
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